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About This Game

Ninja Guy, the humorous and quirky ninja action game has now come to Steam! This version includes all new exclusive
improvements such as refined gameplay, graphical post effects and Steam Achievements!

Ninja Guy has generated somewhat of a cult following on mobile and has amassed over 70,000 Ninja Guy fans on Facebook!
Now, the Ninjaverse has never looked as awesome with realtime dynamic lights and shadows, gorgeous screen effects, more

than twice the amount of enemies on screen and totally revamped gameplay to allow for super fun action using the Joypad or the
Keyboard / Mouse!

From a peaceful training village to a hell-like demon world, you control Ninja Guy! You will guide him on his bizarre and epic
quest to prove himself to the Holy Cow Sensei by bringing down an evil gargantuan Minotaur! You are Cow Sensei's last hope,

and final student .. Will you finally attain your Ninjaness?
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Ninja Guy will have you laughing along to his almost never-ending supply of dim-witted Ninja catchphrases, such as the classic
"2 + 2 = NINZAAA!" Remember... Gun's don't kill people, Ninja Do!
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Title: Ninja Guy
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Immunity Studios
Publisher:
Immunity Studios
Release Date: 5 Jan, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.6 GHz Processor (w/ SSE2 Instruction Set Support)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Graphics Card, 1024x768 Minimum Screen Resolution, DX9 (shader model 2.0) capabilities; generally
everything made since 2004 should work.

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Chill experience, entertaining. Black Mirror III is the third in a series of point and click type horror games. I do recommend this
game but I suggest that you definitely play Black Mirror II before you start this one. I would start off with the original Black
Mirror if you are patient and like point and click horror games. The second and third games are not as scary as the original.
They play more like a detective game than a horror game. Still at times I found Black Mirror III to be creepy and unsettling.

The story in Black Mirror III takes place about three months after the events of Black Mirror II. You play as Darren Michaels, a
physics student from Boston who has recently discovered that he is related to an ancient noble family with a dark past. Things
kick off with Darren Michaels being released from the local jail in Willow Creek. Darren has been charged with arson (and
worse) for his alleged involvement in the damage that occurred to Black Mirror castle in the previous episode. Darren is
released from jail with strict bail conditions: he must take his anti-psychotic medication and must consult daily with a local
psychiatrist. You job is to help Darren clear his name by finding evidence that proves his innocence.

If you liked Black Mirror II, I think you will definitely like Black Mirror III. While I found Darren Michaels completely
unlikeable in the previous game, he starts to redeem himself in this one. He is much less of a jerk than previously.

Many of the locations in Black Mirror III are places seen in Black Mirror II but they have been captured from a different
perspective. I think the artwork in this game is very good. There is a lot of dialog in this game and I think the voice acting is well
done - I'm still not convinced that Darren has an authentic Boston accent though. As Darren visits locations, you can press the
space bar to see what objects Darren can manipulate.

The puzzles in Black Mirror III are more challenging than those in Black Mirror II. I found some of them to be (very)
frustrating as you don't really get any explanation of what you need to accomplish. A skip button is provided that will advance
you past the challenge if you get stuck - I did press that once.  It took me a very long time to assemble a stupid skeleton
properly.

For me I think the weakest part of this game was the explanation for how the mirror actually worked - but that didn't ruin the
journey to get to the ending.  The whole business with souls and shades ad possession seemed to be really reaching for some
plausible explanation. 

I give this game 7.5 out of ten - definitely worth picking up if it is on sale.. This is not like DigDug, or any retro games I can
recall. The developers did a solid job with Pac-Man 256, making an endless runner engaging with a fair progression system.
Digby is unpolished and quickly ported to PC. Right from the start, the game asks "Press any button to start" but mouse buttons
and Enter do not work. Yet, trying to apply cards in the menu can only be done with the mouse. All of the menu navigation is a
mess, jumping between mouse-only and keyboard-supported navigation, none of it feels good or consistent.

The core game is an endless runner, with a lot of flaws. The character has no abilities by default, with incredibly slow digging
speed and no attack options. All of the abilites are locked behind cards, which are time-limited buffs. Some buffs can backfire
or counter each other out. The ability to drill through enemies is very literal, you MUST be moving into the enemy to kill them,
except some enemies are immune and will just kill you. Yes, Microtransactions were removed, but the weird gems\/coins
currency exchange remains, and the base character is pitiful without card buffs.

Digby is just not a good game. It's boring and repetitive, with little reason to play besides progression. I've almost completed
everything in a few hours, and I never really enjoyed it. Digby is not something I'd come back to play, but PacMan 256 was.
Some reviews mention co-op being better, and I didn't have any interest to try it out. I'm sure there are much better co-op games
out there. Don't bother here.. Very,very good! All recommended!. For such a cheaply priced game it's very much worth the
price and shows quite a bit of talent on the part of the developer.
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I'll do some positives and negatives (overall I do love the game)

Positives

+ Great concept the idea of being the sole survivor of a plane crash and having to stumble your way through the game
+ Will likely take 2 hours or about that to finish your first play through with harder modes available.
+ Great visual feedback with things like blood splatter to show injury an even a visual depiction of your character
getting hypothermia to allow you to act before they potentially die.
+ Extremely tense this is closer to a rouge like game as one death and you start again, luckily each time you'll be a bit
better knowing more what to do.
+ Very much a game that rewards exploration but does have more going on
+ Quite extensive options menu (for the price) with Fahrenheit or Centigrade (Celsius) and WASD or Arrow controls

Negatives

- Other than achievements there is none of the other Steam integration features so no screenshots (at least screenshots
didn't work for me)

- The game is a little iffy explaining mechanics E.G. while you can go out gathering you'll normally only get berries and
some food, it's rare you'll get wood. The best way to get wood is to leave your camp and go through the scrolling area.
Or the game saying your body temperature will drop when you sleep without explaining that if you build up your fire
beyond a certain point your body temperature will go up after a sleep. Once you figure it out it's fine but it's a hump.

- RNG can and will screw you a lot. It's somewhat RNG when you'll get certain items from exploring and later in the
game Avalanches are a major way you can get screwed. I can attest to a run of 5+ almost one after another leading to
my losing. On top of that are random bears and the wolves that turn up in different areas later. I'd say this really is a
game where you have to be ok with it totally screwing you over sometimes and this would be a negative for some.

- Could do with a little extra explanation on the option as to what for example Theatre mode does or what changes for
Extreme difficulty

Overall
The game costs so little and seems such good quality with the faults being ones fairly easily overcome or with RNG it's
kind of very subjective as to how much it impacts you I'd say for the price the faults and for the quality on display it's
very easy to overlook those negative points and it makes for quite an enjoyable time.. The game is fairly fun for a
simplistic shooter. The game looks fairly decent, it plays smoothly, and the art style and gameplay go well together. The
gameplay is a bit lacking, given that there are only Wave and Endless modes, no missions, no alternative
graveyards(levels), and no multiplayer support (these are the biggest issues, it seems it will get old quick, and does, but
its good in bursts for some time killing, if you were to add these things, replay value would skyrocket in comparison to
what it is now.) The clipping of the ghosts feels kinda cheap, they can go through the ground at any point and fly right
up to you, this is mostly seen on a slope where they have to compensate for your positioning, there are quite a lot of
trees that are mostly off the ground, which looks stupid, the writing could really use improvement, and there is a lot of
issues climbing the terrain at certain parts with too much of a slope. The game doesn't appear to have controller
support either, which isn't necessarily a bad thing, but controller support is often nice for more laid back play seshes,
and I think it would add to the fun with this game being fairly simplistic; it's more a game that you will want to sit
back and play rather than get up close and personal with the WASD and mouse. The combinations\/element type idea
was good, but seems poorly executed. The ghosts only seem to have a weakness to their opposing element, but don't
really seem to be immune to others, i.e. they all seem to take the same damage from all mushrooms except the type that
is their weakness, it would be better to implement a sort of immunity or resistance to other elements to make it more
difficult. Other that that, the game itself isn't meant to be a huge thing, I mean, C'mon, it is $3, don't go in expecting a
whole lot, it is supposed to be a small game, so quit complaining about your $3 game, if you're complaining about
something that cheap, you probably just want to vent, there's been plenty of times you've wasted more than $3 on
something you didn't like. And for what the game is on paper, you should expect it's more of a time killer type game
that you will play in shorter bursts than most games, but it succeeds at what it is trying to be, a decently fun, 'spooky'
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little FPS. Now I've mostly had negative things to say about this game, but it's $3 so I'm not complaining and with
some improvement, this game could become a lot better. I will get more in depth with the review once this game has
some new features, but for now, if you're looking for a cheap, simple, decently fun FPS to shred some time with, this
game is for you!. This game is not worth the price. If you value you your money wait for a sale. It can be played in 3
hours. I enjoyed the story, but everything else just felt sub par. The soundtrack loops over after what seems like every
30 seconds, some of the sounds seem low quality, the voice acting seems off. I had a few glitches here and there. I would
not recommend this game at $16. There are better games for less.
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Very basic for a tower defence and a bit on the expensive side as well. Its definitely a mobile port and should be priced near its
mobile counterparts.

There is one main strategy.. once you figure it out it makes the game extremely easy. I beat the game in around 1.5 hours, so
that made this as much as going to a movie, however I feel any movie I would haver seen would have been more memorable.

On the plus side the art is pretty nice.. This is a really creative game and i spent a lot of time playing this (u can see it)
Your mission is complete the stages avoing enemies and his atacks, what is not too easy when your "snake" is too big.
Fun is guaranteed and the rpg visual and classes are soooooo cute.
But in the linux it have a lot of bugs (srsly play on windows)
ps: upgrade and set slash at front line ;). while i love isometric games, there are not nearly enough substance. very bear bones,
and no real story. kinda sad.. So, I'm totally dissapoint about AC series. They became worse and word after AC2:R. This odd
job is 100% clone of "The mark of ninja" and even worse with stupid control.

So, no execuse.
One more minus for UPlay launcher and missed achievements in steam.
. This game strikes a great balance between relaxing and challenging...super fun and rewarding! Worth way more than $1.99.
Love the game but in the jack attack, the answers are super tiny, so it's really hard to see them and answer correctly.
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